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Welcome

Welcome to the live Wise, age Well resilience programme. it is a six  
week course that will involve learning tools and techniques that you  
will hopefully find useful to help create a happy and healthy lifestyle.  
the course will consist of a mix of group discussions and learning.  
It is based on the principles of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT).

CBT focuses on how your thoughts, beliefs and attitudes affect your feelings  
and behaviour, and teaches you coping skills for dealing with different problems. 
It combines cognitive therapy (to change unhelpful ways of thinking in difficult 
situations) with behaviour therapy (to change unhelpful ways of responding in  
difficult situations). CBT is based on the idea that the way we think about situations  
can affect the way we feel and behave (taken from www.mind.org.uk). 

Resilience is defined as ‘an individual’s ability to properly adapt to stress and adversity. 
Stress and adversity can come in the shape of family or relationship problems, health 
problems, or workplace and financial stressors, among others’ (American Psychological 
Association 2014, The Road to Resilience).

The aim of this programme is that through changing your thinking and behaviours,  
you will develop stronger resilience to cope with changes and challenging situations. 

Many people feel anxious before attending a group, as they are concerned about 
speaking in front of people. If you feel this way, please still come along, as there 
is no pressure to speak or share your story if you don’t want to. You still have the 
opportunity of gaining something new.

This booklet is to be used for you to write down things that are helpful, as well as 
giving you information to take home and read at a later date. There are six sessions  
in this booklet, each with a specific topic.

Tasks will be set at the end of each session. They will be based on what has been 
covered that week. They will be set by yourself, for you to think about and change  
over the week. We want the tasks to be set by you, as we know a lot of people did  
not have positive experiences of school and homework! You will be invited to share  
this in the following session, but only if you want to, there will be no pressure!

At the end of each session, we will be asking for your feedback, and we would  
love for you to tell us what you have enjoyed and what you would like to change. 
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session 1
agE WEll:  
Adjusting to changes  
as we age

The goal of this session is to identify 
different challenges you have faced  
in your life so far and to reflect on  
how you have coped with these

grouP discussion: GRound RuLeS foR The GRouP 
As a group it is important we develop a set of ground rules  
so everyone feels comfortable, safe and an equal contributor. 

grouP discussion: exPeRIenCe of AGeInG
Think about and list some negative aspects of ageing  
and then positive aspects of ageing.

Whether you think you can, or think you can’t, you are right 
Henry Ford



E. ErIkSON’S 8 LIfE STAGES (1956)

The psychologist e erikson (1956) suggested that we move through different periods  
as we age, reflecting different developmental stages. 

The first five stages cover childhood years and the main developmental tasks centre  
on whether we are able to put trust in parents / caregivers to meet our needs and 
then able to develop a range of skills to cope in different situations including school. 

from 18 years there is a focus on exploring relationships and giving, often through 
being a parent or in work or through participating in other activities. 

And the final stage is about moving into old age, looking back on life and reflecting  
on our experience. 

Some people will navigate these stages easily and will have good experiences; other 
people will face difficulties at different times. But change will be a constant process 
and resilience helps us adjust to the changes we face.

E. ErIkSON’S 8 LIfE STAGES (1956)

aPProx 
agE

stagE PositiVE cHaractEristics gainEd  
and tyPical actiVitiEs 

Birth to 1 Trust  
versus  
mistrust

hoPe: trust in primary caregiver and in one’s own 
ability to make things happen (secure attachment 
to caregiver is key)

1 to 3 Autonomy  
versus  
shame & doubt

WILL: new physical skills lead to demand for  
more choices, most often seen as saying “no”  
to caregivers; child learns self-care skills such  
as toileting

3 to 6 Initiative  
versus  
guilt

PuRPoSe: ability to organise activities around some 
goal; more assertiveness and aggressiveness (harsh 
parental criticism may lead to guilt)

6 to 12 Industry  
versus  
inferiority

CoMPeTenCe: cultural skills and norms, including 
school skills and tool use (failure to master these 
leads to sense of inferiority)

12 to 18 Identity  
versus  
role confusion

fIdeLITY: a unified and consistent sense of self that 
integrates pubertal changes into a mature sexual 
identity, assumes adult social and occupational 
roles and establishes personal values and attitudes
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aPProx 
agE

stagE PositiVE cHaractEristics gainEd  
and tyPical actiVitiEs 

18 to 30 Intimacy  
versus  
isolation

Love: person develops intimate relationships 
beyond adolescent love; many become parents

30 to old age Generativity  
versus  
stagnation

CARe: people rear children, focus on  
occupational achievement or creativity and  
train the next generation; turn outward from  
the self towards others

Old age Integrity  
versus  
despair

WISdoM: person conducts a life review,  
integrates earlier stages and comes to terms  
with basic identity; develops self-acceptance

do you FEEl tHEsE stagEs rEFlEct your liFE?

grouP discussion: WhAT IS ReSILIenCe?

KEy Point: 28% of the over 65s are ‘very satisfied’ with their day-to-day activities; 
higher than any other age group except 16-24 year olds. (defRA, 2011 & Age uK, 2014)



in any situation you face, you will always have thoughts about it.  
This makes us feel a certain way, and then it affects how we behave.

Often with feelings, especially anxiety, anger and  
low mood, there is also a bodily reaction. We can  
have thoughts about our bodily reaction and  
our behaviours e.g. worrying that you are  
going to have a panic attack, which makes  
you breathe faster and lose control of  
your breath, which makes you behave  
agitated and snappy.

An important factor that contributes to our  
resilience is how we think about a situation  
and then what we do in that situation.  
e.g. What is the worst thing that will happen  
if I have a panic attack? how can I control my  
breathing? Consequently how you then choose  
to behave will again impact on how you feel and think  
about the situation. The five areas above can be put  
together in a model to show how they interact together.

 COGNITIvE BEHAvIOurAL THErAPy (CBT) ANd rESILIENCE 

CBT fOCuSES ON fIvE ArEAS

1 The situation you are in

2 how you think (thoughts / cognitions)

3 What you do (behaviours)

4 Your bodily response

5 Your emotions / feelings

4
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THE 5 ArEA mOdEL Of CBT

Situation

Where? When? With who? What happened?

thoughts

What went through my mind at the time?

Thoughts? Images?

Physical symptoms

What did I notice  
about my body?

What did I feel?

Where did I feel it?

Emotions

What emotions  
did I feel at the time?

How intense  
were these feelings  

10–100%?

Behaviours

What did I do?

What didn’t I do or what did I avoid doing?

What helped me cope and get through it? 

 THE 5 ArEA mOdEL Of CBT 



NEXT
SESSION

date time venue

tasK to coMPlEtE For nExt sEssion

grouP ExErcisE: BLAnK 5 ASPeCT ModeL

Situation

thoughts

Behaviours

Physical symptoms Emotions
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session 2
FEEl WEll:  
Maintaining 
a healthier you

The goal of this session  
is to think about the different ways  
we can keep our body healthy

grouP discussion: 
Starting from the most basic needs at the bottom, and work  
your way up to show what your body and mind needs to survive.

In order to succeed, we must first believe that we can 
Nikos Kazantzakis



mASLOW’S HIErArCHy Of NEEdS, ABrAHAm mASLOW (1943)

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, above, shows the basic  
and priority needs we have as humans at the  

bottom of the triangle – physiological (air, food, warmth).

Without these we would not survive. 

The highest and most exclusive need that we have is self-actualisation.

Self-actualisation is where we are completely satisfied with our self  
and our world, and are at full peace within ourselves.

SeLf- 
ACTuALISATIon

ESTEEM

Love / BeLonGInG

SAfeTY

PhYSIoLoGICAL

tiP: It is important as we get older that we look after our overall health. Many 
check-ups are available and free. Ask the facilitator for more information on what  
is available in your area.

8
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grouP toPic onE: DIET 

grouP tasK: LIfeSTYLe ToPICS
Please pick one of the four topics to go through as a group:

 diEt          slEEP          FinancEs          MEdication 

 liFEstylE toPics 

WHat to considEr For iMProVEd Mood WitH Food

HoW  
rEgularly  
do you Eat?

If your blood sugar drops you might feel tired, irritable and 
depressed. You need to eat regularly to keep your sugar  
level steady, and choose foods that release energy slowly.

do you gEt  
your 5 a day?

vegetables and fruit contain a lot of the minerals, vitamins  
and fibre we need to keep us physically and mentally healthy.

do you KEEP 
yoursElF 
HydratEd?

If you don’t drink enough water, you may find it difficult 
to concentrate or think clearly. You might also start to feel 
constipated.

arE you  
Eating tHE  
rigHt Fats?

Your brain needs fatty oils (such as omega-3 and -6) to keep  
it working well. So rather than avoiding all fats, it’s important  
to eat the right ones.

arE you  
HaVing  
too MucH 
caFFEinE?

Caffeine is a stimulant. having too much can make you feel 
anxious and depressed, disturb your sleep (especially if you 
have it last thing at night), or give you withdrawal symptoms  
if you stop suddenly. (taken from Mind.org.uk)

arE you  
drinKing too 
MucH alcoHol?

Alcohol not only affects the lining of the stomach and can also 
suppress appetite; it can affect the absorption of key minerals 
and vitamins. Alcohol is also a depressant so will affect mood.

list soME KEy Foods tHat you tHinK iMProVE Mood

for more information on food and mood go to:  
www.getselfhelp.co.uk/docs/feedingminds_nutrients.pdf  (Source: www.get.gg)



grouP toPic tWo: SLeeP 

WHat HaPPEns during slEEP?

Sleep allows our bodies and minds to rest, repair and restore. Sleep is not like a light 
bulb which is either on or off, but has different stages, varying from light to deep sleep.  
At least five different types or stages of sleep have been identified. Broadly, sleep is 
divided into what is called ReM (Rapid eye Movement) and non-ReM sleep. ReM sleep 
occurs several times during the night and is where most dreaming is thought to take 
place. non-ReM sleep is divided into four stages, each stage being a bit deeper,  
almost like a staircase of sleep.

It is estimated that we go through the 5 stages of sleep 4–5 times a night and that each 
sleep cycle lasts for roughly 90 minutes. People who suffer from sleep problems spend 
less of their sleep cycle in Stage 4 and the ReM stage of sleep, meaning that they are 
not getting the deepest levels of sleep needed to rest, repair and restore our body. 

stage 1*  very light sleep, muscle activity slows down and the body  
begins to relax. People can be easily awakened at this stage. 

stage 2*  Light sleep, breathing pattern and heart rate slows down.  
There is a slight decrease in body temperature.

stage 5  ReM sleep (Rapid eye Movement). Muscles relax, heart  
rate increases, breathing is rapid and shallow. We may  
experience dreams during ReM sleep.

stage 4*  very deep sleep, rhythmic breathing & limited muscle activity.

stage 3*  Deep sleep begins, heart rate, blood pressure and body  
temperature continues to fall. It becomes difficult to  
awaken someone at this stage.

(rEm)

*  stages 1–4  
are non-rEM
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WHAT CAuSES SLEEP PrOBLEmS?

As we get older most of us will need less sleep and sleep less deeply, but for some there maybe additional problems.

mEdICAL / PHySICAL HEALTH rEASONS

MorE loo triPs The need to go to the toilet during the night occurs more in later life.  
Getting out of bed at night isn’t always a great problem, but can be frustrating  
if it is difficult to get back to sleep.

PHysical Pain This can be common in older age with joint pains such as arthritis. other health problems  
can also affect sleep, for example diabetes, high blood pressure and breathing difficulties. 

EmOTIONAL ANd mENTAL WELL-BEING

strEss, anxiEty 
and Worry

Sleep is easily affected by how someone is feeling. If someone is worrying about  
something or suffering from stress, very often they will find it hard to get off to sleep.  
If you have recently had a stressful life event, for example, losing a loved one, the end  
of a relationship or moving home, your sleep may be disturbed. Generally your sleep  
will go back to normal once the stress has reduced, but some people will continue to  
have difficulty sleeping.

dEPrEssion and 
loW Mood

When someone is feeling depressed, disturbed sleep is common. It is quite usual for a 
person who is depressed to wake up early in the morning and find it hard to get back to 
sleep, or alternatively to have difficulty getting off to sleep.

surroundings & 
BEdTImE rOuTINE

Poor bedtime routine can also cause sleep problems. If you nap during the day, it is very 
likely that you will not sleep well at night. Going to bed too early may result in you lying  
in bed awake for a long time before falling asleep or waking up early and feeling tired  
later in the day. environmental factors can also cause sleep problems, for example,  
if you live on a noisy street, have an uncomfortable bed, or curtains that let light in. 

disruPtEd slEEP 
routinE

Working shifts which change frequently or frequently flying across time zones can affect 
your sleeping pattern.

unHEaltHy 
liFEstylE

A poor diet or unhealthy lifestyle can lead to sleep problems. drinking sugary  
or caffeinated drinks or eating a large meal before bed can stop you from falling  
asleep. While it has been shown that exercise can help you sleep, working out before  
bed will stop you from falling asleep due to the adrenaline moving around your body.

alcoHol even a couple of drinks can interfere with the normal sleep process. drinking alcohol  
before bed will decrease the amount of ReM sleep; ReM sleeping is important in the  
repairing and restoring our bodies during sleep.  A lack of ReM sleep will also impact  
your body over the next day. depending on the amount of alcohol you drink you can  
cause further fragmentation of your sleep cycles, which can have daytime symptoms  
of decreased concentration, fatigue and dizziness. excessive drinking can also cause  
a ‘hangover’, leading to other physical symptoms as well as irritability and low mood. 

When you drink more than usual, you may have to get up in the night to go to the toilet.  
Alcohol is a diuretic, which means it encourages the body to lose extra fluid (on top of  
what alcohol you have been drinking) through sweat and urine too, making you  
dehydrated and feeling worse the next day. drinking can also make you snore loudly  
as it relaxes the muscles in your body. This means the tissue in your throat, mouth and  
nose can stop air flowing smoothly, and can create the snoring noise through vibration.



HoW can i iMProVE tHE quality oF My slEEP?

aVoid caFFEinE 
and nicotinE

It is best to avoid consuming any caffeine (tea, coffee, sweets, fizzy drinks, some medications) 
or nicotine (cigarettes) for at least 4-6 hours before bed. These substances are stimulants 
and interfere with your ability to sleep.

aVoid alcoHol It is best to avoid alcohol for at least 4-6 hours before going to bed.

Eat rigHt A healthy balanced diet will help you to sleep well, but timing is important. Some people  
find an empty stomach at bedtime very distracting, but a heavy meal before bed time can  
also interrupt sleep.

BEd IS fOr  
slEEPing

Try not to use your bed for anything other than sleeping and sex, so that your body comes to 
associate bed with sleep. Avoid all technology in your rooms e.g. phones, laptops and Tvs!! 

no naPs It’s best to avoid taking naps during the day to make sure that you are tired at bed time.  
If you can’t make it throughout the day without a nap, make sure it’s for no longer than  
1 hour and before 3pm.

ExErcisE Regular exercise is a good idea to help with good sleep, but try not to do strenuous  
exercise in the 4 hours before bedtime.

tHE rigHt  
sPacE

It is important that your bed and bedroom are comfortable for sleeping. A cooler room  
with blankets to stay warm is best, and make sure you have good curtains to block out  
any early morning light.

ESTABLISH 
a routinE

Try to go to bed and get up at the same time every day (even weekends and days off!)  
to help your body establish a routine. You can develop your own rituals / routines to  
remind your body that it is time to sleep. Some people find doing relaxing stretches  
or breathing exercises helpful for 15 minutes each night.

usE a slEEP  
diary

A sleep diary can be a useful way of making sure you have the facts right about your sleep, 
rather than making assumptions about the amount of sleep that is best for you.

WHAT ArE THE dIffErENT TyPES Of SLEEP PrOBLEmS?

Trouble getting 
to sleep

      Sleeping  
in the day

Sleeping  
too much

Sleeping  
lightly

Waking up  
early

Waking  
repeatedly  

through the night
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grouP ExErcisE: SLeeP dIARY 
As a group discuss some tips to help improve sleep patterns and have 
a healthier night’s sleep. Below is a sleep diary that you may want to 
complete over the next week.

slEEP diary

nigHt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

When did you try  
to go to sleep?

How long did  
it take you to  
fall asleep?

how often  
did you wake  
during the night?

How long did  
it take to get to  
sleep each time?

When did  
you wake?

When did  
you get up?

How was your  
sleep last night?



MonEy ManagEMEnt quiz

ticK tHE ansWEr you tHinK is corrEct

1 how much might you save over a year  
if you switch energy supplier?

£50 £100 £200

2 You have to pay for debt advice True False Not sure

3 What age have children formed  
their money habits by?

5 years 7 years 11 years

4 How do you know if a website is  
safe for you to spend money on?

Address 
starts 
https

Padlock 
icon in 
corner

Both

5 You can save money on your bills  
by paying by direct debit.

True False Not sure

6 What is universal Credit? A type of 
credit  
card

A benefit 
system

A discount 
voucher

7 If you save £3 a day, how much  
would you have at the end of a year?

£400 £800 £1000

8 on average, how much interest would  
you pay on a £100 payday loan,  
assuming the loan is paid within 28 days?

£5 £25 £75

(taken from
 the M

oney A
dvice Service w

ebsite)

grouP toPic tHrEE: fInAnCeS 
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for further advice go to:
www.debtadvicefoundation.org
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk
www.citizensadvice.org.uk
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BudGET PLANNEr – WEEkLy

cost arEa incoME 
What currently  

comes in  
each week

ExPEnditurE 
Your current 
expenditure

rEViEW 
Spending that you  
could change and 
readjust the new 

balance

Benefits / salary

Rent

Household bills

Travel

debt repayment

Social activities 
(including alcohol)

Food

Rainy day

BALANCE

Here is a budget planner for you to take away and do later.  
It may help you think about how you manage your finances.



WHat do you tHinK tHE risKs oF Mixing alcoHol & MEdications arE?

When we get older it is more likely that we will be prescribed medication for a 
number of reasons. In fact adults aged over 65 take an average of 7-10 medications 
each day. People can be prescribed medication for all different reasons e.g. for high 
blood pressure, water retention, high cholesterol. 

Medication is a common treatment for physical health concerns. It is also used to 
treat anxiety and depression, as well as other mental health concerns. There are a 
variety of different types of antidepressant and anti-anxiety medications, and different 
ones work for different people. It has been shown that using medication in addition 
to other therapies, such as CBT, may help to treat anxiety and depression successfully, 
and reduce the likelihood that symptoms will return. 

for further information about medication, please discuss this with your GP. You can 
also find out more at the Royal College of Psychiatry - www.rcpsych.ac.uk

As we age our metabolism and the ability of our liver to process medications can slow  
down so it is very important that we carefully monitor the medications we take, and  
ensure we take the correct dose at the correct time. It is possible to become more  
forgetful so things like medication dosette boxes and a medication checklist can be helpful.

It is important to consider how alcohol can affect some medications. List what you 
think the risk of mixing alcohol and medications are below. 

grouP toPic Four: MedICATIon 
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alcoHol and MEdication

tyPEs oF MEdicinE AdvICE / POSSIBLE rISkS

Painkillers  
e.g. paracetamol

Paracetamol and alcohol are both broken down by 
the liver, therefore your liver has to work harder if 
you take them together. never take more than the 
recommended dose of paracetamol. 

Anti-inflammatory drugs  
e.g. ibuprofen, aspirin

These medicines can irritate the stomach, the  
same as alcohol and people who drink on a regular  
basis are more likely to suffer from heartburn and 
stomach ulcers. These drugs can also thin the  
blood therefore increasing the risk of bleeding.

Blood thinning medicines  
e.g. warfarin

Pay particular attention to your daily units. It is 
dangerous to drink over the recommended limits  
or get drunk while taking warfarin. doing this  
may increase the risk of bleeding.

Stomach healing medicines  
e.g. omeprazole, lansoprazole, 
ranitidine

People who drink regularly are more likely to  
suffer from heartburn and stomach ulcers. As 
alcohol irritates the stomach lining, drinking it  
will reduce the effectiveness of these medicines.

the table below lists some common types of medicines and explains 
some of the possible risks of mixing them with alcohol. The interaction  
of alcohol and medicines can be unpredictable.

(Source: Alcohol and Later Life – nhS GG&C)



 introducing rElaxation 
Another valuable skill that can be developed is relaxation. There are several ways  
to practice relaxation, including using imagery, breathing exercises, yoga, mindfulness  
and meditation. It is important to practice a skill like relaxation regularly so that it can  
be used easily in times of stress.

BrEATHING

When we are anxious or worried, the way that we breathe can change, and we tend  
to “over breathe” (and sometimes this can lead to hyperventilation). This means that  
we tend to breathe more, and take on more oxygen than we need, but the depth of  
breathing tends to decrease. We often identify these differences as being either chest  
or stomach breathing. Chest breathing is what we tend to do when we are anxious,  
taking frequent shallow breaths, which may also be irregular. Stomach (or diaphragmatic)  
breathing is when oxygen is taken into the chest by the diaphragm pulling down and  
opening out the chest cavity, and is better for using oxygen to produce energy, and  
expelling carbon dioxide. This is the type of breathing we do whilst we are asleep.

There are many kinds of breathing exercises available and different people find different  
exercises helpful. Below is an exercise called Square Breathing which is a simple and  
easy to remember exercise to control your breathing. It is good to practice your breathing  
exercises regularly, try to practice for 3-5 minutes, 2-3 times a day. A good website for 
further relaxation techniques is: www.mentalhealth.org.uk/help-information/podcasts

SquArE BrEATHING

4Hold your breath 
for 

four seconds

4Exhale  
for 

four seconds4Hold your breath 
for 

four seconds

*Try to breathe in with your belly, not your chest. 

4Breathe in  
for  

four seconds*

18
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guidEd iMagEry

Guided imagery is also a very good way to help you relax. 

We are going to practice an exercise in the session. 

At home you can use websites such as: 

www.helpmetosleep.org/relaxation/guided-imagery-for-relaxation

Progressive Muscle Relaxation (PMR) is a relaxation technique used to release 
stress. It can relax the muscles and lower blood pressure, heart rate, and respiration. 
Progressive Muscle Relaxation is the tensing and then relaxing each muscle group of 
the body, one group at a time. for more information on practicing PMR go to: 

www.stress-relief-exercises.com/progressive_muscle_relaxation.html

www.guidetopsychology.com/pmr.htm

THINGS TO THINk ABOuT fOr NExT SESSION

NEXT
SESSION

date time venue
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session 3
tHinK WEll:  
Maintaining a  
healthier mind

The goal of this session is to investigate  
the way we think and to develop ways  
to create more balanced thinking styles

 tHougHts  
 
CAN Our THOuGHTS STOP uS frOm LIvING A BETTEr LIfE?

It can be difficult making changes, especially when we have to think about doing  
something new that we have never done before, or something that we have not  
done for a long time. Sometimes even though we want to make the changes, for  
some reason it seems difficult. often we can have negative thoughts that stop us,  
for example, ‘what’s the point?’, ‘It won’t work’. We can also worry about what  
would happen if we did make the changes and imagine difficult consequences.

WHat arE unHElPFul tHougHts?

A thought is something that we think that helps us to interpret the world around us.

Thoughts can take the form of a sentence, as if we are writing it, or they could be an 
image that we can see in our minds eye. each of us has hundreds of thoughts everyday.

The way we think about things impacts on how we feel emotionally, how we feel 
physically in our body, and how we behave. If we have negative, self-critical or hopeless 
thoughts this will make us feel sad or anxious. Thoughts can influence our behaviour: 
We may decide to stop doing things, or we may avoid people. These behaviours in 
turn influence our thoughts.

remember: In Chapter one the 5 aspect model showed the relationship between 
Thoughts, emotions, Behaviour and the Body

overall thoughts have a very powerful influence on how we feel and how we behave. 
BuT not all thoughts are helpful, balanced, reliable, accurate or factual. Before we allow 
thoughts to influence us in this way it is helpful to check them out. 

it is important to understand ‘a thought is not a fact; a belief is not a truth’.

get comfortable being uncomfortable 
Jillian Michaels



grouP ExErcisE: fACT oR oPInIon
The facilitator will call out a number of statements and you must decide 
whether this is fact or opinion. In real life we often take something to  
be a fact, a ‘given’ where as it is only opinion and therefore subjective. 
It is important we learn to understand the difference.
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 unHElPFul tHinKing stylEs  
 
soMEtiMEs WE KnoW WHat WE arE tHinKing, and soMEtiMEs WE don’t

When we do not know what we are thinking, it is because we are not consciously 
aware of doing it. 

for example, we are not always aware of switching on a light switch at home or driving 
a car. often our thoughts are automatic, which means that they pop into our head 
without any effort on our part.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WE CAN ALSO THINk Of THOuGHTS AS BEING HELPfuL Or uNHELPfuL

The 5 aspect model showed how thinking affects our emotions, what we do and our 
body reactions. Some thoughts help us to achieve our goals and to do the things 
we want to do. other times our thoughts can stop us from doing things. unhelpful 
automatic thoughts often reflect people’s worries or concerns. 

When people are low, anxious or angry they tend to have more unhelpful thoughts 
about themselves, the future and the world around them. 

This can lead to negative cycles.

There is often a pattern to our unhelpful thoughts, and these are usually referred  
to as “unhelpful thinking styles”. There are many different types of unhelpful  
thinking styles, but some examples are listed in the table opposite. 

tiP: once you become aware of your unhelpful thinking styles, you can start to 
distance yourself from them and they will have less of an influence on what you do.

AuTOmATIC THOuGHTS CAN BE:

nEutral “There is a cat on the mat”

PositiVE “I had a really good day today”

nEgatiVE “I can never remember how to do this, I must be really stupid”



MEntal FiltEr  
When we notice only what the filter allows or wants  
us to notice, and we dismiss anything that doesn’t  
‘fit’. Like looking through dark blinkers or ‘gloomy specs’,  
whilst anything more positive or realistic is dismissed.

Am I only noticing the bad stuff?  
Am I filtering out the positives?  
Am I wearing those ‘gloomy specs’?  
What would be more realistic?

EMotional rEasoning  
I feel so bad so it must be bad!  
I feel anxious, so I must be in danger.

Just because it feels bad, doesn’t 
necessarily mean it is bad. My feelings 
are just a reaction to my thoughts and 
thoughts are just automatic brain reflexes.

FortunE tElling  
Believing we know what’s going to happen  
in the future and predicting outcomes  
(usually we focus on negative outcomes).

Am I thinking that I can predict the 
future? how likely is it that that might 
really happen?

Mountains and MolEHills  
exaggerating the risk of danger, or the negatives.  
Minimising the odds of how things are most  
likely to turn out, or minimising positives.

Am I exaggerating the bad stuff?  
how would someone else see it?  
What’s the bigger picture?

Mind rEading  
Assuming we know what  
others are thinking  
(usually about us).

Am I assuming I know what others are 
thinking? What’s the evidence?  
Those are my own thoughts, not theirs.  
Is there another, more balanced way  
of looking at it?

catastroPHising  
Imagining and believing that the  
worst possible thing will happen.

OK, thinking that the worst possible thing  
will definitely happen isn’t really helpful 
right now. What’s most likely to happen?

critical sElF  
Putting ourselves down, self-criticism,  
blaming ourselves for events or situations  
that are not (totally) our responsibility.

There I go, that internal bully’s at it again. 
Would most people who really know me 
say that about me? Is this something  
that I am totally responsible for?

BLACk ANd WHITE THINkING  
Believing that something or someone can  
be only good or bad, right or wrong, rather  
than anything in-between or ‘shades of grey’.

Things aren’t either totally white or 
totally black – there are shades of grey. 
Where is this on the spectrum? 

sHould’s and Must’s  
Thinking or saying ‘I should’ (or shouldn’t)  
and ‘I must’ puts pressure on ourselves,  
and sets up unrealistic expectations.

Am I putting more pressure on myself, 
setting up expectations of myself that  
are almost impossible? What would  
be more realistic? 

MEMoriEs  
Current situations and events can trigger  
upsetting memories, leading us to believe  
that the danger is here and now, rather than  
in the past, causing us distress right now.

This is just a reminder of the past.  
That was then, and this is now. even 
though this memory makes me feel 
upset, it’s not actually happening  
again right now. 
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grouP ExErcisE: unheLPfuL ThInKInG STYLeS QuIz 
next to each situation and thought select an unhelpful thinking style 
from the previous page.

situation tHougHt unHElPFul tHinKing stylE

Bill has a nice day visiting his 
daughter. on the way home  
the bus breaks down.

Today has been awful.

Sally feels anxious when  
the lights get turned down 
when she is in the cinema.

I feel anxious, that must 
mean something bad is 
going to happen / I’m  
in danger.

David had been invited to  
a Resilience Group.

I bet I won’t like it.  
It’s going to be boring 
and pointless.

Molly meets up with her 
friends to have a cup of tea. 
She accidently spills some 
milk when serving.

This is a complete 
disaster. The whole 
outing has been ruined.

John goes to his GP to ask  
for help about his swollen 
finger after he got it caught 
in a door.

They will think I’m 
stupid.

Joan forgets to put her 
rubbish out.

I’m going to get overrun 
with rats and then be 
evicted from my home.

Steve drops a jar of chutney 
when he is trying to open it.

I’m useless, I’m rubbish, 
I can’t even do the basic 
things.

Bob has started a basic 
computer class at the  
local library.

I’m the worst in the 
class, everyone is better 
than me.

Jan has hurt her back and 
can no longer vacuum 
without it causing her pain.

I should be able to do 
this. I could do it when  
I was younger.

Edith is concerned about 
joining the local resilience 
group.

I was never good at 
school / sees an image 
of her cross teacher.



lEtting go oF unHElPFul tHougHts

When we recognise that the thoughts we have are automatic, habitual and not 
necessarily TRUE, we can decide whether we want the thoughts to direct what  
we do, or if not then we can let them go.

Sometimes in order to let go of our thoughts we need to challenge them first.  
Books that can help you challenge your thoughts are listed on Page 58.

grouP discussion: WhAT ThouGhTS CAn You LeT Go of? 
You may not want to share this and if you prefer, just write down  
what the thought is, the unhelpful thinking style that goes with it  
and consider if you can ‘let it go’.
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 MindFulnEss  
 
Mindfulness is a practice that can help a person change the relationship that they have 
with their thoughts and focuses a persons awareness to enhance our ability to cope 
with challenging circumstances and psychological tensions.

The leading teacher of Mindfulness Jon Kabat-zinn, describes it as “a simple Buddhist 
practice, which involves paying attention in a particular way:  on purpose, in the present 
moment, and non-judgementally”. This practice can increase awareness, clarity and 
acceptance of our present-moment reality. It can also be helpful to develop a kinder  
and wiser understanding of challenging situations

To learn more about Mindfulness go to www.bemindful.co.uk
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MindFulnEss ExErcisE 1: MIndfuLneSS APPReCIATIon 

Think about three things – events, situations or objects, in your day that 
usually go unnoticed and unappreciated. These could be things you hear, 
smell, feel or see.

for example, you might see the walls of your front room, hear the birds in the tree outside in  
the morning, feel your clothes on your skin as you walk to work, or smell the flowers in the park,  
but are you truly aware of these things and the connections they have with the world?

When you have thought of three, think of two more.

When thinking of these five things, ask 

• Are you aware of how these things really benefit your life and the lives of others?

• do you really know what these look and sound like?

• have you ever noticed their finer, more intricate details?

• have you thought about what life might be without these things?

• have you thought about how amazing these things are?

Let your creative mind explore the wonder, impact and possibilities these usually unnoticed things 
have on your life. Allow yourself to fall awake into the world and fully experience the environment.

By becoming mindful of who we are, where we are, what we are doing and the purpose, if any  
at all, and how everything else in our environment interacts with our being, we cultivate a truer 
awareness of being.

This helps us learn to identify and reduce stress and anxiety and difficult, painful and perhaps 
frightening thoughts, feelings and sensations.

rEFlEction on MindFulnEss ExErcisE

What five things did you think about? 

What did you feel? 

did you look at them differently?

28
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NEXT
SESSION

date time venue

THINGS TO THINk ABOuT fOr NExT SESSION

MindFulnEss ExErcisE 2: The RAISIn exeRCISe

Holding first, take a raisin and hold it in the palm of your hand or between your finger and  
thumb. focusing on it, imagine that you’ve just dropped in from Mars and have never seen  
an object like this before in your life.

sEEing Take time to really see it; gaze at the raisin with care and full attention. Let your eyes  
explore every part of it, examining the highlights where the light shines, the darker hollows,  
the folds and ridges, and any asymmetries or unique features.

toucHing Turn the raisin over between your fingers, exploring its texture, maybe with your  
eyes closed if that enhances your sense of touch.

sMElling holding the raisin beneath your nose, with each inhalation drink in any smell,  
aroma, or fragrance that may arise, noticing as you do this anything interesting that may  
be happening in your mouth or stomach.

Placing now slowly bring the raisin up to your lips, noticing how your hand and arm know  
exactly how and where to position it. Gently place the object in the mouth, without chewing,  
noticing how it gets into the mouth in the first place. Spend a few moments exploring the  
sensations of having it in your mouth, exploring it with your tongue.

tasting When you are ready, prepare to chew the raisin, noticing how and where it needs  
to be for chewing. Then, very consciously, take one or two bites into it and notice what happens  
in the aftermath, experiencing any waves of taste that emanate from it as you continue chewing.  
Without swallowing yet, notice the bare sensations of taste and texture in the mouth and how  
these may change over time, moment by moment, as well as any changes in the object itself.

sWalloWing When you feel ready to swallow the raisin, see if you can first detect the  
intention to swallow as it comes up, so that even this is experienced consciously before you  
actually swallow the raisin.

FolloWing finally, see if you can feel what is left of the raisin moving down into your stomach,  
and sense how the body as a whole is feeling after completing this exercise in mindful eating.
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 liVing WitH MEaning  
 
So far we have considered our body’s needs, and developing a healthy mind. 

Keeping active can take many forms and is a practical way of thinking about keeping a 
healthy body and a healthy mind. 

As we age, the opportunities that are available to us to keep active can change. The key to 
keeping active is to adapt to what we can do. The first thing to consider is what you want to 
do. It is important to think about our values and what is important to us.

session 4
Plan WEll:  
Having goals  
and keeping active

The goal of this session  
is to think about the different ways  
we can keep ourselves active

champions aren’t made in gyms. champions are made from 
something deep inside of them: a desire, a dream, a vision 

Muhammad Ali

ValuEs

1 values are what we find meaningful and consider to be important

2 each of us have different values and values can change over time

3 values are different from goals whereas goals have specific end results 
that are usually achievable our values act more like a compass that  
influence our goals and bigger life decisions

4 use the values Compass on the opposite page to think about what gives you 
meaning in life



grouP ExErcisE: MAInTAInInG A SenSe of PuRPoSe 
use the values Compass to think about what gives you meaning in life. 
draw out your own compass on the next page.

tHE ValuEs coMPass

32

family relations 
What kind of relationships do you want with your family? 

What kind of mother/father/brother/sister/uncle/aunt do you want to be?

Education / training / personal growth 
how would you like to grow? 

What kind of skills would you like to develop? 
What would you like to know more about?

marriage / couple / intimate relations 
What kind of husband / wife / partner  
do you want to be? What quality of  
relationship do you want to be part of?

Physical wellbeing 
What kind of values do you have  

regarding your physical wellbeing?  
how do you want to look after yourself?

Employment 
What kind of work is valuable to you?  
What qualities do you want to bring  
as an employer? What kind of work  
relationships would you like to build?

friendship / social relationships 
What sort of friend do you want to be?  

What friendships is it important to  
cultivate? how would you like  
to act towards your friends?

Parenting 
What sort of parent do you  
want to be? What qualities  
do you want your children  
to see in you?

Citizenship / community 
What kind of environment do  

you want to be a part of? how  
do you want to contribute  

to your community?

recreation 
How would you like to enjoy  
yourself? What relaxes you?  
When are you most playful?

spirituality 
What kind of relationship  

do you want with God /  
nature / the earth?
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grouP ExErcisE: MAInTAInInG A SenSe of PuRPoSe 
Blank compass for you to complete.

your ValuEs coMPass



 goal sEtting  
 
Setting goals is an important part of your well-being, as it can help you to focus on 
what you need, or would like to work towards. It also helps to give you a sense of 
achievement when you accomplish what you have been working towards. Before you 
set your goals, it is helpful to think about your lifestyle and what changes you would 
like to make to help you make the most of your life, or overcome your problems. 

sMart goals

Setting yourself SMART goals will  
make it easier for you to complete  
them, and therefore gain a sense  
of achievement. Goals that are not  
clearly defined can be difficult to  
track and therefore unhelpful. 

 
for example: 

“I am going to exercise more”, 
“I want to eat less junk food”.

 
Alternative more helpful examples  
might be: 

“To go swimming for 30 minutes  
around midday on Monday,  
Wednesday & friday this week”,  
“To cook myself an evening  
meal at 6pm five nights this week”.

 
have a go at writing out some SMART goals for yourself, using a separate page  
if necessary, and try thinking about the area of your life the goal relates to (work,  
social, pleasure, exercise). 

34

=  sPEciFic 
What do you want to do?

=  mEASurABLE 
how will you know you’ve  
done it?

=  ACHIEvABLE 
Can you expect to achieve it?

=  rEalistic & rElEVant 
Is it realistic for you to do this 
& relevant to your problem?

=  TImE-LImITEd 
When would you have liked  
to achieve it by?
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sMart goals: To GeT You STARTed
Set yourself three goals of what you would like to achieve by the end  
of the course (short term), in the medium term and in the longer term.

sHort tErM 

goal arEa

SMART

MEdiuM tErM

goal arEa

SMART

long tErM

goal arEa

SMART
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Planning an actiVity

stEP 1 What activities could you do?

stEP 2 Which one are you going to do?

stEP 3 how are you going to do it? What do you need to do it?

stEP 4 Carry out the activity

stEP 5 how did it go?
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 kEEPING ACTIvE / ESTABLISHING A rOuTINE  
 
As we explored in the first chapter, feelings, thoughts, behaviour and the body are all 
linked. When we are faced with a change in our lives e.g. due to retirement or a change in 
our physical health, this can affect our mood, and can cause a loss of energy or feeling low.

grouP ExErcisE: 
What are your suggestions for diane / Bob / Joyce to increase their 
activities and remain active.

grouP ExErcisE: 
What things can you do to keep active?
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ExErcisE

We often talk about the mind and body as though they are completely separate, but  
they aren’t. The mind can’t function unless your body is working properly, but it also  
works the other way. The state of your mind affects your body; if you feel low or 
anxious, you may do less and become less active and this can make you feel worse. 
This can lead to an unhelpful cycle:

As well as helping us to avoid this cycle, exercise can have a positive impact upon  
the body itself. exercise releases endorphins, and other positive chemicals in the  
body, such as dopamine and serotonin, which have been shown to have a positive 
affect on mood and anxiety.

Current guidelines for exercise recommends a moderate level of aerobic exercise, 
which is roughly equivalent to walking fast, but being able to talk to someone at 
the same time. It is recommended that you try to do about 30 minutes of moderate 
physical exercise on at least 5 days of every week. This can be done in one 30 minute 
session or broken up into shorter 10 or 15 minute sessions. 

Remember, don’t start suddenly – build more physical activity into your life gradually, 
in small steps. This has been shown to not only lower the risk of heart disease, 
diabetes and cancer, but also seems to help depression, so you get a double benefit!

loss oF EnErgy

 
Loss of energy is one of the most common ways people feel  

when depressed and is closely linked to tiredness and fatigue.

 
tHE lEss WE do = tHE lEss WE Want to do = tHE lEss WE do

 
don’t wait until you feel better or have more energy to start doing more!

start today!
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tyPEs oF actiVitiEs

We can think about the activities we do in different ways. Some of the things we do are  
regular, routine activities such as cleaning the house, washing up, cooking a meal, etc. 

With changes, our routines can become disrupted. We change the time we go to bed 
or get up, when we eat and how we cook and care for ourselves. Although we can 
moan about our daily routines they can make us comfortable in our surroundings.

other activities are the things we do for pleasure. These can include seeing friends, 
enjoying a day out with our families, reading or doing whatever interests we have. 
These are the things that in normal circumstances we find pleasurable. They are the 
necessary breaks from our routines.

The third type of activity we can find difficult are the necessary things such as paying 
bills or booking a GP appointment. Although we might not enjoy doing these tasks,  
it can give us a sense of achievement when we get them done.

Behavioural activation is a technique where we focus on re-establishing our daily 
routines, increase our pleasurable activities and do the things that are necessary for us. 

AErOBIC ExErCISES CAN INCLudE:

Walking (fast) Housework

Swimming Gym workouts

Roller blading Skate boarding

Running / jogging Team sports (such as tennis)

Aerobics / dancing Gardening

There are many local and national programmes aimed to help  
people get involved in exercise, here are a few listed below:

Walking for health www.walkingforhealth.org.uk 
nhS Change 4 Life www.nhs.uk/Change4Life/Pages/change-for-life.aspx
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actiVity tasK 1

list soME routinE actiVitiEs

e.g. washing up, cleaning etc.

LIST SOmE PLEASurABLE ACTIvITIES

e.g. going out with friends & family etc.

list soME nEcEssary actiVitiEs

e.g. paying bills etc.

actiVity tasK 2

noW PlacE your actiVitiEs into ordEr oF diFFiculty

The hardest Medium difficulty The easiest
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actiVity tasK 3

WrITE yOur ACTIvITIES IN THE dIAry BELOW

Morning aFtErnoon EVEning

What

When

Where

Who

What

When

Where

Who

What

When

Where

Who

What

When

Where

Who

What

When

Where

Who

What

When

Where

Who

What

When

Where

Who
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NEXT
SESSION

date time venue

tasK sEtting For nExt sEssion
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session 5
connEct WEll:  
Healthier relationships  
and the circle of support

The goal of this session is to consider the 
importance of support networks within  
resilience. It will also look at what helps us 
communicate better in our relationships

The circle of support (support  
network) is a way of thinking  
about the relationships in  
a person’s life. 

Building and developing  
relationships in different  
areas of a person’s life  
can help build resilience. 
 
It provides the opportunity  
to give and receive support  
as well as participating in  
sociable and enjoyable activities.

social suPPort

suPPort 
nEtWorK

FaMily

sPousE nEtWorKs

FriEnds

grouPs

co 
WorKErs

FaitH 
lEadEr

social support is everything 
Jordan Knight

 social suPPort  
 
All of us need a good support network and our lives benefit from having people 
to encourage us and help us out when we need it. You are likely to call on family, 
friends, colleagues, neighbours or acquaintances, depending on what it is you need. 
You probably already have a support network without ever having planned it or even 
realising that you have one. 
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grouP ExErcisE: exPLoRe SoCIAL ReLATIonShIPS
discuss the situation of diane / Bob / Joyce in your groups and draw  
out the potential support network that each of these individuals has.

grouP ExErcisE: SCenARIo exeRCISe  
What is available in the local area?

suPPort 
nEtWorK
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 coMMunication  
 

•  We now live in a world where technology has meant that the way we share 
information with each other can differ greatly (mobile phones, texting, internet, 
email). Also language has changed, different words have taken on different 
meanings and there are new words regularly added to our vocabulary. 

•  Communication can be impacted by physical sensory changes such as poorer 
hearing and impaired eyesight. The ability to listen, maintain eye contact and  
read can be very important when speaking to others. 

•  hearing loss can cause decreased speech and misunderstanding of speech.  
It can make it difficult to use the telephone and may impair face-to-face interaction, 
making it feel inappropriate or awkward. hearing loss can lead to ‘selective’ hearing 
and daydreaming which makes the individual less likely to interact with others due  
to becoming more introverted. This can then cause social isolation which then limits  
the opportunity to practice social skills on a regular basis. If social skills aren’t 
practiced one may experience a deterioration in speech and voice quality. 

•  our thoughts and beliefs can impact on the way we communicate with others. 
often we hold onto beliefs that as we age are not shared by younger people.  
This can impact on our ability to communicate with different generations as  
these beliefs and thoughts can lead to feelings of anger and frustration.

Effective communication skills require practice and feedback from another person  
to be sure that communication is occurring. 

The short checklist that follows may be useful in assessing your need for help in 
developing better skills and your progress in enhancing your ability to communicate:

COmmuNICATION BASICS CHECkLIST 
(TICk THE BOxES THAT APPLy TO yOu)

I speak in descriptive terms I own my feelings (“I” messages)

I discuss positive feelings I speak clearly and specifically

I discuss negative feelings I use good timing

grouP ExErcisE: CoMMunICATIon 

As we get older communication can become more difficult.  
What causes some of the difficulties?
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10 Ways to listEn WEll as Part oF coMMunicating EFFEctiVEly

Communicating effectively involves not only speaking well,  
but listening well, too. Active-listening tools, such as those  

in the following list, help you hold up your end  
of a successful conversation or discussion.

Concentrate on what  
the speaker has to say

Listen for content and emotion  
to understand the entire message

Maintain steady eye contact  
so speakers know  

your attention is with them

Reflect back with verbal feedback  
to confirm your understanding  

of the message

Stay patient when  
people talk to you

Keep your tone sincere and  
non-judgmental when you listen

When you give feedback to check 
understanding, do so in one sentence

Tune in to how the message is being  
said, not just what the words are

Acknowledge feelings that are  
important to the message  

you’re hearing

Make your goal in conversations  
to show understanding of what  

the speaker truly means
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 assErtiVEnEss 

WHat is assErtiVEnEss? 
Assertiveness is a type of behaviour which can improve communication with others.  
Being assertive is a communication skill. other types of communication include being 
aggressive and being passive. We all behave in different ways in different situations. 
Passive and aggressive are two ends of a spectrum and assertive is the more balanced 
way of responding to others.

PassiVE 
When you are passive, you do not express your feelings or needs, or you express 
them in an apologetic way. This can lead you to feel helpless, disrespected and taken 
advantage of. People who are behaving passively might apologise, avoid eye contact, 
speak quietly, say ‘yes’ when they don’t want to and dismiss their views and opinions.

assErtiVE 
When you are assertive you express your views and opinions in a respectful and 
honest way. You take responsibility for your actions, discuss differences of opinions 
and treat people as equals. You maintain eye contact, use “I” statements, display 
emotion appropriately and distinguish between facts and opinions.

aggrEssion 
When you are aggressive, you express your feelings and needs in a way which is 
inappropriate or violates the rights of others. When you behave aggressively you might 
dominate, punish and put others down. This behaviour is identifiable as you will intrude 
into someone’s space, be sarcastic, finger point, speak loudly, threaten and blame.

WHy is assErtiVEnEss iMPortant? 
Assertiveness is important because people who do not assert themselves not only fail to  
get what they want but they also tend to feel bad about themselves. They may go over a  
situation in their mind time and time again thinking, “Why didn’t I say that?” or “If only  
I’d done this”. This can lead to feelings of blame, low self-esteem, depression and anxiety.

grouP ExErcisE: ASSeRTIveneSS 
You will be given some scenarios by the facilitator. In this exercise you 
will be exploring how to be more assertive in your communication.



HOW TO BE mOrE ASSErTIvE

stay calM  use relaxation techniques to help you.

taKE your tiME  Take time to think and make an assertive decision.

PrEParE  
yoursElF  

Think your argument through in advance. It may  
be helpful to script your argument to incorporate  
an explanation of what you want, together with  
a description of how you feel about the topic  
and why it is important to you.

BE POSITIvE  It may be useful to start off with a positive  
comment e.g. “that is a very good idea, but  
I don’t think it would work here”.

BE OBjECTIvE  don’t get involved in personal criticism, but do  
explain the situation as you see it. never criticise  
the person, or the behaviour, e.g. “you have not  
paid the bill I asked you to pay”.

BE BrIEf  To avoid the other person switching-off,  
side-tracking you or butting in, state your case  
clearly and concisely. Just describe the facts.

Plan For  
dEaling WitH 
oPPosition  

Although often you may reach a satisfactory  
agreement, others will not always cooperate  
with you.

NEXT
SESSION

date time venue

tasK sEtting For nExt sEssion
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session 6
liVE WEll: 
travelling  
forward

The goal of this session  
is to think about how to  
cope with worry and to  
focus on moving forward

Mistakes are the portals of discovery 
James Joyce

 WOrry AS A rOAd BLOCk  
 
Worry is a normal process. It is normal to worry about something that you or somebody 
else will have to do at some point, or to worry about concerns e.g. family, health, finances. 

often we worry when we do not know the outcome, and the worry can be in the form 
of ‘What if…’. 

There are two main types of worry, either worrying about real events, or worrying about 
possible or hypothetical events. 

When we worry we tend to think about potential negative situations, and this can make 
us feel anxious or scared. The negative situations and the fear can then stop us from 
doing things, as we focus on all the negative things that can happen, rather than the 
possible positive outcomes’.
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1 – Notice the worry  
The first step is to notice the worries that you are experiencing,  
you may do this by saying to yourself something like “I have noticed a worry…”.

2 – don’t respond  
normally we engage with our worries, we try to control them, challenge them  
or rationalise them in some way. Instead, try to just observe the worries,  
don’t judge them, or react to them, merely notice that they are there. 

3 – let go  
once you have observed and recognised the worries, try to let them go. This is 
difficult to begin with, and sometimes a visual aide can help. Some people like  
to imagine their worries on clouds floating by, or leaves drifting down a stream  
gently. You may also find it helpful to say a statement to yourself, such as  
“My worries are not facts, they are just thoughts, they aren’t helpful to me,  
so I’ll just let them go.”

4 – Focus on the present  
once you have let the worries go, return your attention back to the present moment. 
focus on your breathing, what small things are going on around you, what can you 
see, what can you feel?

lEtting go oF Worry 
 

This is different from suppressing our worries. The aim isn’t to force the worries  
out of our mind, but to gently let them go. We do this in four stages:.

noticE 
tHE 

Worry

lEt 
go

don’t 
rEsPond

Focus 
on tHE 

PrEsEnt



YES

Action plan

What? When? How?

NO

Let worry go

Change focus of attention

LATER?NOW?

Schedule itDo it!

Let worry goLet worry go

Change focus of attentionChange focus of attention

THE
WORRY TREE

Notice the worry

Ask “What am I worrying about?”

Ask “Can I do something about it?”
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Worry tiME 

Worry time is a technique by which you set aside some time each day to focus on your 
worries. This means that for the rest of the day you need to put your worries to one side 
and remind yourself that you can worry about them during your worry time. 

Schedule yourself around 15 minutes each day to do this, and set a timer, so that 
once the time is up, you make sure that you stop worrying until your worry time the 
following day. 

It may also help to write down your worries during this time.

Often people find that by the  
time their ‘worry time’  
arrives, many of their  
worries may not  
matter any more.

it is common to worry that you  
won’t remember your worries  

during this time but if  
you forget them, it  

doesn’t matter.

(Source: Adapted from Butler & hope, 2007)

grouP tasKs: 
With a partner write down or share a worry that you have.  
Then work together through the worry tree.
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THE SEvEN STEPS Of PrOBLEm SOLvING

If you didn’t fully solve your problem, it may be helpful to go back  
to steps 3 and 4 and choose another possible solution.

 PrOBLEm SOLvING  
 
Problem solving is different to worrying! Problem solving allows us to do something 
about our problems, rather than just thinking about it.

1 
Identify and 
define the 
problem

3 
Weigh up 
pros and 

cons

5 
Plan the 

steps for the 
solution

7 
review 

the 
outcome

2 
think up 
potential 
solutions

4 
choose 
the best 
solution

6 
carry 

out the 
plan

grouP tasKs: 
Go through the problem solving technique on the next page for  
a personal issue or use the case study for diane. What was useful?
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yOur PrOBLEm SOLvING

1 What is the problem?

2 What are the possible solutions?

3 What are the advantages and disadvantages of each solution?

4 Which is the best solution?

5 how can you carry out your chosen solution?

6 do it! Carry out your plan

7 how did it go? do you need to do anything else?

grouP ExErcisE: fInAL GRouP dISCuSSIon

1 What have you learnt from the sessions?
2 What did you learn about yourself?
3 What did you learn about other people in the group?
4  What are some of the coping strategies that you learnt that you 

wouldn’t like to forget?
5 What are your goals for the next month, 6 months and 1 year?
6 What does Resilience mean to you now?
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 oVErViEW  
 
In the programme, you were introduced to and discussed the concept of Resilience.  
It was presented as an individual’s capacity to cope with stress and adversity. It can be 
enhanced by providing strategies that improve activities, social networks and challenge 
unhelpful thinking habits and behaviours. using the diagram below as a guide identify 
where your resilience can be developed and strengthened.

rEsiliEncE

Focus on  
your  

strEngtHs

laugH  
at liFE’s  

Frustrations

nEtWorK 
WitH FriEnds 

and FaMily

Focus on  
actions  
‘can do’

coMMunicatE 
your 

FEElings

PrOBLEm  
SOLvE – AdAPT 

ANd BE 
fLExIBLE

BELIEvE 
in yoursElF

(Source: www.content.iriss.org.uk/fosteringresilience/assessing.html)
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 rEcaP oF lEarning  
 
In the figure below write down the important changes that you want to continue to work 
on to ensure that you continue to nourish your resilience to different life situations. 

name:
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 tHanK you  
 
Lastly, thank you so much for participating in this group and for sharing your insights 
and thoughts. We hope you have had a positive experience from attending and we  
will have certainly learnt a lot from you.

The group facilitator should now provide you with an evaluation form to feedback 
your experiences of this group. Your feedback is really important as it will help us 
make changes and improve the programme for further participants.

good lucK!!

iMPortant notEs
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iMPortant notEs
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 AddITIONAL rESOurCES / rEAdING mATErIALS 

loW Mood
The Feeling Good Handbook  
(Burns, 1999) Penguin Books Ltd 
Reinventing Your Life  
(Young & Klosko, 1998) Penguin Putman Inc.
Mind over Mood: Cognitive Treatment Therapy Manual for Clients  
(Greenberger & Padesky, 1995) Guilford Press
overcoming depression. A Guide to Recovery With a Complete Self-help Programme   
(Gilbert, 2009) Constable and Robinson
overcoming depression and Low Mood: A five Areas Approach  
(Williams, 2001) Arnold
overcoming depression for dummies  
(foreman, Smith & elliott, 2008) Wiley & sons

anxiEty and Worry
overcoming Anxiety  
(Kennerley, 2009) Constable and Robinson
overcoming Anxiety for dummies  
(foreman, elliott & Smith, 2007) Wiley and sons
feel the fear and do It Anyway  
(Jeffers, 1997) Rider & Co 
The Worry Cure. Stop Worrying and Start Living  
(Leahy 2006) Piatkus
overcoming Worry  
(freestone & Meaves, 2008) Robinson.
how to Stop Worrying and Start Living  
(Carnegie, 2004) Pocket Books

MindFulnEss
The Mindful Way Through depression  
(Williams, Teasdale, Siegal & Kabat-zinn, 2007) Guilford Press.
Mindfulness: A Practical Guide to finding Peace in a frantic World  
(Williams & Penman, 2011) Piatkus.

assErtiVEnEss
how to be Assertive in Any Situation  
(hadfield & hasson, 2010) Pearson Life
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 AddITIONAL rESOurCES / rEAdING mATErIALS 

WEBSITES
Get Self help:  
www.getselfhelp.co.uk

Living Life to the full:  
www.lltf.com

MoodGYM:  
www.moodgym.anu.edu.au

first Steps:  
www.firststeps-surrey.nhs.uk

Centre for Clinical Interventions:  
www.cci.health.wa.gov.au

Mind:  
www.mind.org.uk

Alcohol and Ageing:  
www.drinkwiseagewell.org.uk 

financial Advice:  
www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk or  
www.citizensadvice.org.uk

Age related advice and information:  
www.ageuk.org.uk

Silverline:  
www.thesilverline.org.uk  
helpline 0800 4 70 80 90



drink Wise, age Well
Visit drinkwiseagewell.org.uk for more information.


